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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which keyword should a Citrix Engineer use to launch the
locally installed version of a hosted application when it is
available?
A. Featured
B. Prefer
C. Auto
D. Primary
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Scenario: A Citrix Administrator is performing a disaster

recovery test and decided to fail over the NetScaler high
availability (HA) pair appliances. The administrator noticed
that the failover is NOT working as expected in item text, and
the Secondary NetScaler is NOT taking over as Primary. The
administrator suspects that networking issues may be causing
the failure.
What could be the cause of this issue with the NetScalers?
A. HA heartbeats are only seen on some enabled interfaces of
the Secondary Node.
B. The Independent network configuration (INC) mode is enabled
on the Primary Node.
C. HA monitoring is enabled on a disabled interface of the
Primary Node.
D. HA monitoring is enabled on an interface of the Secondary
Node that shows as ENABLED, DOWN.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
You wish to create a trigger on the country table. It will
populate two session variables based on the row that is
deleted:
@ old _countryNames with the value of the Name field
@ old _countryName with the value of the code field
You may assume that only one row is ever deleted at a time.
CREATE TRIGGER Country_ad
AFTER DELETE ON Country
FOR EACH ROW
SET @old _CountryName= NEW.Name,
@ old _CountryCode=NEW.Code;
What is the outcome of the CREATE TRIGGER statement?
A. An error results because the NEW keyword cannot be used in a
DELETE trigger.
B. The trigger will be created successfully.
C. An error results because FOR EACH ROW is invalid syntax.
D. An error results because a BEGIN. . .END block is required.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
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